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INTRODUCTION

The topic of my thesis will be metaphors selected f'rom
John Donne's Songs and Sonnets.

I am confining my study to

the Songs and Sonnets only, because Donne's works contain
such an abundance of metaphorical references that I cannot
do justice to his metaphors, if I do not restrict my paper to
this one division of his poetry.
For the purpose of acquiring unity and order in my presentation and discussion of metaphors which I have selected
from these Songs and Sonnets, I shall group the metaphors into
one of the following classifications:

human appearance; human

activity; media used for expressing man's emotions; buildings
or places; objects; myths, legends, supernatural or subconscious; time (seasons, years, months, days, hours); personification; geography; products; nature and wildlife; and the
solar system and space.

When a metaphor can be classified in

more than one of these groups, I shall place the metaphor in the
group where I believe the emphasis is most pronounced.
Before beginning a discussion of these metaphors, I would
first like to quote some individuals who have remarked at length
on this aspect of Donne's poetic genius.

Edwin P. Whipple makes

the following comments in The Literature of the Ag& of Elizabeth,
P• 231, quoted in The Library of Literary Criticism, edited by
Charles Wells Moulton (Gloucester, Mass., Peter Smith, 1959).
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His poems, or rather his metrical problems,
are obscure in thought, rugged 1n versification, and
f'ull of conceits which are intended to surprise rather
than to please; but they still exhibit a power of'
intellect, both analytical and analogical, competent
at once to separate the minutest and connect the
remotest ideas.
George Le Oralle also has some very informative comments on
Donne's use of conceit.

He says in A Compendious History of

English Literature and of' the English Language, volume 1, p.
57i, quoted in The Library of' Literary Criticism, edited b'y
Charles Wells Moulton (Gloucester, Mass., Peter Smith, 1959).
On a superficial inspection, Donne's verses
look like so many riddles. They seem to be written
upon the principle of' making the meaning as difficult
to be found out as possible - of' using all the
resources of language, not to express thought, but to
conceal it. Nothing is said in a direct, natural
manner; conceit follows conceit without intermission;
the most remote analogies, the most far-fetched images,
the most unexpected turns, one after another, surprise
and often puzzle the understanding; while things of
the most opposite kinds - the harsh and the harmonious,
the graceful and the grotesque, the grave and the gay,
the pious and the profane - meet and mingle in the
strangest o:f dances. But running through all this
bewilderment, a deeper insight detects not only a
vein of the most exuberant wit, but often the sunniest
and the most delicate fancy, and the truest tenderness
and depth of' feeling.

METAPHORS
SONGS

IN
AND

JOHN

DONNE'S

SONNETS

The first three metaphors I am now pointing out and
discussing are those which have a reference to or relationship with human appearance.

In the first of these metaphors

Still when to where thou wert I came,
Some lovely glorious nothing I did see. 1
John Donne is using the word nothing to illustrate that the
ph7sical aspects ot appearance, even though the7 are lovel7
to behold, are not the real essence of the person.

B7 using

the word nothing as a substitute tor physical beauty,

he

tells how little value he is placing on our frequently mis•
placed emphasis on physical beauty.
In these lines of Donne's poetry
So must pure lovers' souls descend
T' affections and to faculties
Which sense m.a7 reach and apprehend•
Else a treat prince in prison lies.a
the word prince is used to designate the soul, and the prison
represents the body.

'fhe idea the lines express is that the

lJohn Donne, nAir and Angels,n The complete Poems ot
John Donne, el. Roger E. Bennett (Chicago: Packard and
Oompan7, 1942), P• 22.
2nThe Ecstac7," ~., P• 36.
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soul must rely upon the body.

If the soul does not make use

of the faculties, the parts of the human body, which enclose
this soul, then the soul will be imprisoned within the body,
as Donne metaphorically implies when he states that "a great
prince in prison lies."
The following lines trom another of Donne's poems
again reveal the idea that loveliness is within the soul,
not in the physical appearance of the body.
But he who loveliness within
Hath found, all outward loathes,
For he who color loves, and skig,
LOves but their oldest clothes.
His use of the term, oldest clothes, represents outward
physical beauty as it exists in color and skin.

Just as

people tend to place little regard in clothes which are old,
Donne expresses the idea that people should also place less
regard in physical loveliness, which is only the older
visible covering of a greater beauty, the soul.
A second group of metaphors that I will now give and
briefly discuss can be classified as metaphors of human
activities.
Coming and going, we
Perchance might kiss, but not between those meals
Our hands ne'er touch'd the seals
Which nature, injur•d by late law, sets free.4

3n'l'he Undertaking," ibid., P• 3.
4n'l'he Relic," ibid., P• 43.
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When Donne uses the word meals in these lines, he is
referring to those times when lovers enjoy the actions and
symbols of love or af'fection -- holding hands, embracing,
kissing -- that al'e needed to nourish their love for each
other.

His use of the word seals would represent the taboos

which society has placed on the unsanctioned expressions of
love.

Donne's last two lines in this quotation would, I

believe, give the impression that he would advocate "free
love ...
Another metaphor that also has a relationship to human
activity is this:
so whilst our infant loves did grow,
Disguises did, and shadows, flow
From us and our cares; but now •tis not so.s
Donne has here used disguises to indicate the val'ious methods
that might be employed to conceal love trom the observance of
other people.

I believe that he uses the shadows to indicate

the concealment itself.
A third metaphor that I would classify under this human
activities heading is
Who, though trom heart and eyes
They exact great subsidies,
Forsake him who on them relies. 6

5 "A Lecture upon the Shadow," ,!lli., p. 50.
6 "A Valediction:

Of the Book," ~., P• 19.
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In the lines of this metaphor Donne uses subsidies to represent
the adoration or idolization expected from the heart end eyes.
This metaphor also deserves mention in the group:
Something did say end something did bestow
(Though I be dead) which sent me I should be
Mine own executor end legacy.7
The poet's legacy would be his heart end the executor would be
the poet, since only he has the power to bestow his own heart.
The last metaphor I would like to mention under the
classification of human activities is
••• were we not ween'd till then,
But suck'd on country pleasures childishly?
Or snorted we in the Seven Sleepers• den?
8
'Twas so; but this, all pleasures fancies be.
In this metaphor Donne is making a comparison of infancy with
the previous pleasures end experiences he has known end
enjoyed prior to what he now believes to be en ultimate in
pleasure.

As a child's experience is broadened end deepened

after he has been weened, the poet believes the enjoyment of
pleasure is deepened by a new

and

fuller awareness of emotion.

When he refers to the Seven Sleepers• den, he is conveying
the idea that he has not really been fully aware of the real
essence of emotional experiences; he has been only 1n a state

7n'l'he Legacy," ~., P• 12.
8 "The Good-morrow," ~., p. 1.
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of emotional rest.

His last line, I believe, conveys the

idea that all the experiences enjoyed prior to this experience,
which he considers to be an ultimate experience, could only be
considered fancies or experiences of slight value when they
are regarded in a comparison to this ultimate in experience.
The next group of metaphors are those which I am listing
as the media

!.2£

ex.pressing man's emotions -- by media I mean

anything that reveals a man• s emotions to other people.

The

first of these metaphors is really self-explanatory.
No tear-floods nor sigh-tempests move9
The poet has used floods and tempests to reveal the degree
and quantity of the lover's tears and sighs.
Another metaphor that can be listed as belonging to this
group of media for e?CJ>ressing man's emotions is this one:
Which have their stocks entire, and can in tears,
In sighs, in oaths, and letters outbid me.10
Stocks, as it is used in this expression, means a supply or
abundance ot tears, sighs, oaths, and letters.

The reference

to these stocks being entire and capable of outbidding his
own tears, sighs, oaths, and letters is to indicate that the
lady's love will go to the highest bidder in much the same
way that an article at an auction goes to the one who outbids.

9nA

Valedictions

Forbidding Mourning," ibid., P• 32.

lO"Love•s Infiniteness,".!!?!!•, P• 10.
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These two lines from "Love's Infiniteness"
And all m7 treasures which should purchase thee, 11
Sighs, tears, and oaths, and letters I have spent.
indicate the. high value that the lover places on his own sighs,
tears, oaths, and letters, tor he refers to these as his
treasure.
What merchants• ships have my sighs drown'd?
Who says my tears have overflow'd his ground.?12
In these two lines given above, the poet questions any
possible harm that may have resulted through his emotions.
He uses merchants' ships metaphorically to symbolize anything
that has value or importance to someone.

He ponders whether

his sighs have drowned or destroyed this value or importance.
In the second line he uses the word ground, I believe, to
represent happiness.

He asks whose happiness has been abated

b7 his tears.
I am classi:t"ying the next group of metaphors as those
that have some reference to buildings
following lines taken from

11

~

places.

The

The Good-morrow" are the first I

shall give under this classification.

llibid. , p • 9.
12"The Canonization," ibid., P•

a.

For love all love of other sights controls,
And makes one little room an everywhere.13
In these lines Doime expresses the idea that love has the
power to make a little room an everywhere.

Metaphorically he

has made the little room and everywhere represent the same
place, for he says that love determines how all other things
will be regarded.

If love is great enough, it will make even

the trivial or insignificant assume a magnitude beyond its
own actual importance, size, or degree.
In the poem "The Canonize.tiontt Donne says love can make
two people one another's hermitage •
••• : You whom reverent love
Made one another's hermitage.14
Since a hermitage is a secluded resting place, Donne implies
metaphorically that reverent love can create each of a pair
of lovers into the other's source of private comfort and
companionship.
We'll build in sonnets pretty roomsl5
In the line given above, the pretty rooms built in
sonnets compare with the rooms that divide the interior of a

l3 11The Good-morrow," ibid., p. l.
l4t1The Canonization, tt ibid., p. 8.
l5Ibid.
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building.

Rooms in a building are necessary to provide space

tor various human activities end needs; the pretty rooms in
sonnets, which are the stanzas and line breaks, are necessary
to provide the framework in which the poet's ideas can dwell
and function.

These lines given below also have a metaphorical assoc!ation with a building.
The rafters or my body, bone,
Being still with you, the :muscle, sinew end vein,
Which tile this house will come again.l~
In these lines the body represents the house.

The bone

structure of the body represents the rafters ot this metaphorical house, and the muscle, sinew and veins represent
the tile which is to cover the bone framework.
The fourth classification ot metaphors is those which
use an object .!!

~

symbolic reference.

The tirst ot these

metaphors
Our eye-beams twisted, and did thread
eyes upon one double string.17

Our

refers to vision as eye-beams which have twisted themselves
together to form a double string upon which the eyes have
been threaded.

The description would cause a reader, I

believe, to think ot a necklace cord or chain upon which

l6H A Valediction:

or My Name in the Window, II ibid.' p. 17.

17"The Ecstacy,tt ibid., P• 34.
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pearls or beads have been strung.
The next metaphor in this group is, in my opinion, one

ot the most unusual and imaginative of Donne's metaphors.
If they be two, they are two so
As stiff twin compasses are two;
Thy soul, the fix'd foot, makes no show
To move, but doth if th' other do.
And though it 1n the center sit,

Yet when the other far doth roam,
It leans and harkens after it,
And grows erect as that comes home.
such wilt thou be to me, who must,
Like th' other foot, obliquely run;
Thy firmness makes my circle justi
And makes me end where I begun. 8
In the metaphor the poet refers to his loved one's soul as
the fixed foot of stiff twin compasses, and he calls his own
soul the moving foot which must rotate in a circle around her
soul.

He says that her soul governs the sphere of his soul;

for while her soul is moving in its own orbit, it is limiting
the range and performance of his own soul.

Just as the fixed

foot of a compass leans toward the moving foot when the
distance between them becomes very great, he says that her
soul likewise must lean toward his soul when they are apaet.
Because of the interdependence of their two souls, his soul
will be kept in orbit by the rotation of her soul in its
fixed position.

Compelled by the union of their souls,

his soul must complete its circle around her soul until the
starting position is reached again.

18 "A Valediction:

Forbidding Kourning,n ~., P• 33.
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That subtile wreath of hair which crowns mine arm;
The mystery, the sign, you must not touch,
For •tis my outward soul,
Viceroy to that, which then to heav•n being gone,
Will leave this to control
And keep these limbs, her provinces, from dissolution. 19
In these lines quoted from John Donne's "The Funeral"
the wreath of hair is called the deceased' s outward soul.
This outward soul, the wreath of hair, is also referred to as
both the mystery and the sign.

The poet says that his outward

soul is viceroy to the inner soul which has gone to heaven and
has left in its place the wreath of hair to stand guard over
the limbs, her provinces.
The next metaphor 1n this group is one I especially
like.

It is very simple and uncomplicated; it can be clearly

understood at the first reading.

Since this type of metaphor

seems to occur very seldom 1n Donne's poetry, I enjoyed this
very simple little metaphor immensely while I was reading
Donne's poems.
rags of heart can like, wish, and adore
But atter one such love can love no more.26

Ky

The reference to rags ot heart refers to what the poet
says is left of his whole heart after it has been cruelly
shredded and frayed by the cold disdain and apparent
unresponsiveness of an unrequited love.

1911the Funeral, 11 ~., PP• 39-40.
20nThe Broken Heart," ~., P• 32.
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Love•s mysteries in souls do grow,
But yet the body is his book.21
Donne in these lines taken from his poem, "'fhe Ecstacy,"
calls the body the book ot the soul.

He says that even though

the mysterias ot love grow within the soul, these mysteries
can only be conveyed to others through the soul's book, the
body.
We

tor Love•s clergy only•re 1nstruments22

In the line given above, Donne calls the lovers instru-

ments.

He personifies love, and he uses the term clergy to

refer to the records or annals

or

love.

'fhis line also has a reference to an object which Donne
is using in a metaphorical sense •
••• beg from above
ot your love123

A pattern

Pattern as it is used in this line means a copy or plan ot
love.
The next group ot metaphors are those which I am classifying as the subconscious .!?.? supernatural.

210 The Ecstacy,"

22nA Valediction:
230 The

~.,

P• 38.

Of the Book," ibid., P• 19.

Canonization," ~., P• 8.
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For should my true love less than woman be
She were scarce anything; and then, should she
Be more than woman, she would get above
All thought ot sex and think to move
My heart to study her, and not to love.
Both these were monsters.24
Donne says that if' his true love is less than woman
she were scarce anything.

He probably is revealing a very

low opinion ot all women when he says this, but he also might
be

~ressing

the idea that it his true love does not possess

the necessary qualities that he believes women should possess
that he would regard her as less than woman.
I am strongly inclined, however, to favor my tirst
interpretation.

I think Donne is stating that any woman is

of little consequence as she exists.

If' she becomes less

than woman, she will be, in his opinion, scarcely anything;
tor she is so valueless as a woman that even a small reduction
would leave nothing remaining.

He says that to be less thtµl

woman or to be more than woman would result in monsters.

In

his use of' the word monsters he means something hideous and
unsightly.
If' ever any beauty I did see
Which I desir 1 d, and got, •twas but a dream of thee. 25
In the lines above, Donne is referring to beauty as
anything which has a strong attraction or appeal to him.

24nThe Primrose," ibid., P• 42.
25nThe Good-morrow," ibid., P• l.
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He says that those beauties that he had

des~red

and got in

past experiences were but a dream or his loved one's beauty.
I wou1d interpret this as his way or saying that she is the
true beauty which he has sought and desired in the past
through other lesser beauties.

He had to see beauty as it

exists in her before he could realize that all those former
beauties were but imitations or dreams of her real beauty.
Thou art so Truth that thoughts of thee suffice
To make dreams truths, and .fables histories.26
In the lines above, the poet says that the girl is so
believable and realistic that even thoughts of her in his
dreams are suf.ficent to make his dreams realistic and to
make even subconscious thoughts of events seem to be actual
realistic occurrences.
The next three metaphors are associated with the supernatural.

The first of these metaphors has a religious conno-

tation which tends to make it more realistic to a Christian
than

the other two metaphors in this group.

Therefore, even

though I am. including it in this supernatural group, I do not
give it quite the same supernatural identity as I do the other
two.
Love, any·devil else but you
Would .for a given soul give something too. 27

26 "The Dream," ~·, p.24.
27 "Love•s Exchange,"

.£?!9:.,

P• 22.
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In the metaphor given on the preceding page, Donne does
employ the Christian concept that the devil purchases hum.an
souls by granting the human beings' covetous desires, but
Donne also adds to this the pre-Christian pagan idea that
gods and devils exist in many things.

In the lines that I

have quoted he refers to love as one of the devils.

He says

that love exacts payment of the soul but gives nothing 1n
return for its demands.
The next two metaphors, as I have previously stated,
have a separate identity in the supernatural than that metaphor which I have already mentioned.

These two metaphors do

not have a religious concept, so I would not regard them as
being on the same level as the first metaphor; I would place
them on a less realistic level.
The fairest woman but thy ghost28
The use of the word ghost is self-explanatory in these
lines.

A ghost is considered to be the bodiless spirit that

remains atter a person has died.

When Donne refers to the

fairest woman being but his loved one•s ghost, he is saying
that he will not see the woman's beauty and charms for their
own merits.

In this woman he will see only a dim reflection

of his loved one's beauty and charms.
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The phoenix riddle hath more wit
By us; we two being one, are it.29
The riddle of the phoenix was its destruction through
consummation in fire and its mysterious restoration to its
original form as though nothing had transpired.

The poet

says that he and his loved one are like this phoenix riddle,
because they who are two in form mysteriously become one 1n
spirit.
The next group of metaphors are those which have some
connection with the catalouging of spans ot time into days,
hours, months, years, and seasons.
'Tis the year's midnight, and it is the day's
Lucy•s, who scarce seven hours herself unmasks.30
Just as midnight marks the end of day, Donne says that
St. Lucy• s day marks the end of the year 1 s midnight as well
as her own midnight.

I interpret the lines to say that St.

Lucy's day is almost over; I think that the year•a midnight
is symbolic of the brevity of this day.
But

o,

love's day is short it love decay1 31

Love's day means the period of love's duration, and
the shadows are sy:mbGlic of hidden secrets and deceit which
may enter into deeling love.

29"The Canonization, II ibid.' p.
3onA Nocturnal upon

a.

st. Lucy's Day," ibid., P• 53.

31 " A Lecture upon the Shadow," ibid., p. 50.
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Except our loves at this noon stay,
We shall new shadows make the other way.32
These lines are taken f'rom the poem, "A Lecture upon
the Shadow."

In this poem the poet tells his loved one that

the shadows their bodies are easting upon the ground are symbolic of their love.

He uses the noon hour as the division

line that changes the placement and position of the shadows.
He says that if their loves do not remain at their peak,
which he calls their noon, that when the peak of their love
has passed, their love will begin to diminish as they extend
its dUl.9ation into the future.
Love is a growing, or .full constant light
And his first minute after noon is night.3t
In these lines Donne calls love a growing or full
constant light.

When he calls love a light, I believe he is

indicating that love should have constant clarity and openness, just as a constant light should provide brightness and
visibility.
Must to thy motions lovers• seasons run? 34
Seasons as used in the line above means the stages or
periods of love's development.

The poet questions whether

32Ib1d.
33Ibid.
34ttThe Sun Rising," ibid., P• 4.

1'7

lovers' reactions should be governed by the motions of the
sun.

I imagine that he probably is referring to sunrise and

sunset when he mentions the sun's motions.
Only our love hath no decay;
This, no tomorrow hath nor yesterday;
Running, it never runs from us away,
But truly keeps his first, last, everlasting day. 35
In the lines a•ove, Donne says that their love knows
no time limits.

He says that this love they share has no

decay nor does it have a past or a future.

Even though the

love is in constant motion, it never runs away.

He says it

will remain as it now exists on its "first, last, everlasting
day."
Love, all alike, no season knows nor clime,
Nor hours, days, months, which are the raga of time. 36
The lines given above indicate almost the same idea as
the metaphor that immediately precedes.

Donne states that

love is not restricted to any of the standard measurements of
time.

When he states that love knows no season nor clime,

I believe he is saying that love does not have set periods
of development, nor does it have a set temperament.

Donne• s

statement --that love does not know hours, days, and months,
which are the rags of time -- I would interpret as his way of

35 "The Anniversary," ~., P• 15.
36tt.rhe Sun Rising,"~., P• 4.
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saying that love is too in.finite to be measured by earthly
fragments of time.
When did my colds a forward spring removet37
Donne has used colds to indicate a prolonged winter
symptom which might seem to remove the joy of spring.

Meta•

phorically he is using colds to mean his own lack of response
or warmth toward a proffered love, which he refers to as the
forward spring.
!he metaphors I shall now quote and discuss briefly are
those in which Donne has used personification as his metaphorical tool.
Busy old fool, unruly sun,
Why dost thou thus
Through windows and through curtains call on us'l38
In the lines given above, Donne has personified the
sun so that it resembles a busybody who has no scruples about
spying through windows and curtains to see anything that may
be hidden from his view.
Saucy, pedantic wretch, ••• 39

3 '7"'1'he Canonization," ~., P•
38nThe SUn Rising," ~., P• 4.
39Ibid.

a.
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Donne has here changed the personality of the sun to
add the characteristics of impertinent boldness and of misused knowledge.

He says that the sun is a poor miserable

being who is rash and lacking in reason for persisting in its
lavish display ot inopportune knowledge.
But since my soul, whose child love is,
Takes limbs ot tlesh (and else could nothing do ),
Kore subtile than the parent is,
40
Love must not be, but take a body too.
In the lines above, the soul has been personified to
give it the human characteristics ot parenthood.

Love has

also been personified to assume the form ot a human child.
Donne says that since the parent, the soul, has a body, the
child, love, must also have a body.

I would also like to

add some heredity concepts to the interpretation of these
lines, but I'm rather sure that this is not what Donne
intended when he wrote them.

I think he was merely stating

the fact that a child follows the lead of the parent, so love
is merely following the lead of the soul.
In the metaphor Donne has personified a flea.

This tlea is you and I, and this

Our marriage bed and marriage temple is;

Though parents grudge, and you, we're met
41
And cloistered in these living walls of jet.

40 "Air and Angels," ~., P• 14.

41 "The Flea," ~., P• 27.
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He says that the flea not only is both he and she, but it
also is their marriage bed and their marriage temple.

The

flea is used symbolically to represent the union of the two
lovers, which the poet says is fulfilled in the body of the
flea in spite of both her parents' and her own grudges for
this Ullion in reality.
Light hath no tongue, but is all eye42
Donne has personified light by giving it an eye.

He

is implying that since light has an eye it may see everything that is within its view, but since it lacks a tongue,
light can tell nothing of what it sees.
Or if, when thou, the world's soul 4§o'st,
It stay, •tis but thy carcase then
In these two lines Donne has personified the world by
giving it a soul.

He says the world's soul is his loved one.

Without her presence in the world, the world will be nothing
but her carcass.

Donne is aaying that only his loved one

can make a living world; a world without her presence is
nothing but a shell of its former self.
The next three metaphors I shall give are those which
I am classifying as geographical metaphors.

42 "Break of Day," ~., P• 5.
43 nA Fever," ~., P• 13.
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On a round ball
A workman that hath copies by, can lay
An Europe, Afric, and an Asia,
44
And quickly make that which was nothing, all.
In this metaphor Donne states that a round ball can be
changed from nothing to all under the skilled hands of a
workman.

This transformation is accomplished when the work-

man puts replicas of the entire world upon this round ball,
the globe, which then becomes symbolic of the entire world,
all.
She's all states, fRd all princes I;
Nothing else is.
The poet is saying in the metaphor that she is everything, and that he is lord of everything.

When he states

that there is nothing else, he means that only he and she
have any importance in existence.
Where can we find two better hemispheres,
Without sharp North, without declining West146
The hemispheres ref erred to are the lover and his
loved one.

They together make a whole world.

Sharp North

as used 1n these lines would refer to a lack of unresponsiveness and sharpness 1n their relationship.

44ttA Valedictions

I believe declining

Of Weeping," ~., P• 25.

45 "The Sun Rising," ~., P•

s.

46 "The Good-morrow," ~., p. 1.
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West is used to indicate that their relationship together is
one that has no decline or end.
The tenth classification group I will use for metaphors
which I have selected from Donne's Songs and Sonnets is the
metaphorical use of products.
But I am by her death (which word wronf her)
Of the first nothing the elixer grown. 7
An elixer is a medicine or liquid that has no equal.

When the poet calls himself the elixer of the first nothing,
he is saying that he has reached the lowest level in being
nothing that can be attained.

He places himself as the very

lowest of all which he labels as nothing.

He is so low in

being nothing that he has no equal.
Whether both th' Indias of spice and mine
Be where thou left'st them, or lie here with me48
In the metaphor given above, the poet is referring to
his loved one as the Indias of spice and mine.

His meta-

phorical reference to her as products of such great value, for
they were very expensive items at that time, reveals the high
esteem he has for her as a person.

470 A Nocturnal upon St. Lucy's Day Being the Shortest
Day," ibid., P• 54.
480 rrhe Sun Rising," ~., P• 4.
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I

With wares which would sink admiration~9
saw I had love's pinnace overfraught.

The wares that Donne refers to in these lines are listed
in another line of the poem.
lip, eye, brow, and body.

These wares were his loved one's

When he says that these wares would

sink admiration, he is saying that admiration is not strong
enough to adequately support the tremendous power of her
personal charms.

He says that her charms are even too great

for love to cope with, for he discovers that he has
pinnace overfraught."

11 love 1 s

I think he means that he has expected

more support from love in coping with her than love could
give him.
For thou thyself art thine own bait50
The poet says that his loved one needs no other product
to use as bait, tor she is her own bait.

He also adds to this

idea in the last two lines of the poem, which I have not given
as a part of the quotation, that she as bait was strong enough
to catch him.
Fruits of much grief they are, emblems of more

4911 A1r and .Angels,u ibid., P• 14.
SOuThe Bait," .!E!f!., P• 31
51 nA Valediction:

Of Weeping," ~., P• 25.

51
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The f'ruits ref'erred to in the line above are tears.
Donne says that the tears are the produce of grief'.
calls the tears emblems of' more than grief.

He also

He says they are

emblems of the destruction that she is bringing to herself.
Hither with crystal vials, lovers, come
And take my tears, which are love's w1ne~2
Love's wine is the poet's tee.rs.

He says that the

lovers should come to draw forth this lover's wine, his
tears.
The next group of metaphors will be those which have
a connection with nature or wildlife.

The first of these is

Gentle love-deeds, as blossoms on a boughA
From love's awak:en•d root do bud out now.So
Donne has used both a simile and a metaphor in the lines
which I have quoted above.

The metaphor is love's awakened

root, f'rom which love-deeds bud out.

The poet has used a

process in plant growth to reveal the development of deeds
inspired by love.
And at mine eyes, and at mine ears,
54
Receive such balms as else cure everything

5 2nTwickenham Garden," ~., P• 52.
53 11 Love' s Growth," ~., P• 21.
54°rrw1ckenham Garden," ibid., P• 52.
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The balms to which the poet refers are the beauties of
nature.

He has come to the garden to let these natural

beauties of nature serve as a balm to his spirit, which has
been wracked by the pangs or love.
But o, self-traitor, I do bring
The spider love, which tranaubstantiates all,
And can convert manna to ga1155
Love is called a spider 1n the lines above.
that love can change manna to gall.

Donne says

I would interpret manna

as nature's beauty, which the poet says has been turned to
gall in the eyes or a lover who has felt the sting or the
spider love.
And that this place may thoroughly be thog§ht
Tl'lle Paradise, I have the serpent brought.
The garden is referred to as the Paradise to which the
lover brings the serpent.

The poet probably means that love

is the serpent, but he could possibly be referring to himself.
His emotional outlook and demeanor are such that he might be
conveying the idea that he judges himself to be no better
than a creature that can only slither and crawl upon the
ground.

56 Ibid.

-
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Thus I reclaim'd my buzzard love to fly
At what, and when, and how, and where I choose:
Now negligent of sport I lie,
And now as other fale'ners use,
I spring a mistress, sigh, swear, write, and weep~
And the game kill'd or lost, go, talk, and sleep.o7
In the lines above, the poet refers to his love as a
buzzard love.

He is implying by this term that his love

preys without selectivity upon whatever it finds available.
He describes his pursuit of a mistress as that of a wild
creature• s pursuit of its prey.
game.

He refers to a mistress as

If he kills his game, he gains his desires with the

mistress.

If the game is lost, the mistress does not fall

prey to his designs.
Little think 1 st thou, poor heart,
That labor•st yet to nestle thee,
And think 1 st by hovering here to get a part
In a forbidden or forbidding tree,
And hop 1 st her stiffness by lo~g seige to bow. 58
The last two lines of the quotation above are those
which contain the metaphor, but I have given the lines which
lead into the metaphor to assist in its interpretation.
forbidden or forbidding tree is a girl.

The

The poet has used

forbidden to indicate that the girl may be someone whom he
is not permitted to love.

He uses forbidding to indicate a

girl who has her own objection to his love.

570 Love•s Diet," ibid., P• 38.
58°The Blossom," ibid., P• 40.
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the girl's persistence in not yielding to him can through a
long period of persuasion be exhausted, so that she will be
more receptive to his love.
The next quotation will include two short metaphors
which require little literal explanation, but the poet's
purpose in selecting his comparisons is not very comprehensible to me.
Call us what you will, we are made such by love.
Call her one, me another fly,

··········································o·····

And we in us find th 1 eagle and the dove.5

I would explicate the lines above in the following manner:
First the poet says that love has made him and his loved one
what they are.

When he states that she can be called one fly,

and he another fly, I believe he is merely indicating that he
and his loved one identify themselves together so deeply that
what one of them is to be, the other wants to be also.
When the poet says that he and his love are the eagle
and the dove, I believe that he is saying that he is strength
and fierceness, and she is peace and gentleness.

He probably

is also indicating that two opposites can be coexistent
through the power of love.

59 11

The Canonization, 11

~.,

P• 8.
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He is the tyrant pike, our hearts the fry.60
In the line above, the poet is calling love the tyrant
pike.

He says that hearts are the little fish.

Since the

greedy pike can swa1low many little fish with a single gulp,
Donne is saying that love can swallow many hearts just as
rapidly.
The ground, thy heart, is mine; whatever shall
Grow there, dear, I should have it a11.6l
Donne is using the ground and its capacity of growth
to symbolize the growth of love in his loved one's heart.
He tells her that any new growth of love in his ground, her
heart, belongs to him and he should have it all.
The final group of metaphors selected for use in this
paper are those metaphors which have a reference to some
aspect of the solar system and space.
For though mind be the heaven where love doth sit,
Beauty, a convenient type may be to figure it.62
The poet calls the mind a heaven in which love exists,
but he says that love may also be found in beauty.

I believe

that he is referring to love on two different levels in

6011 The Broken Heart,tt ibid., P• 32.
6111 Love•s Infiniteness," ~., P• 10.
62 "A Valediction:

Of the Book," ibid., P• 19.
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these lines.

The love that exists in the mind is a spiritual

love; the love that has its basis in beauty is a sensual love •
• • •of't a f'lood
Have we two wept, and so
Drown'd the whole world - us two. 63
In the quotation above, Donne has used two metaphors.
The f'irst of' these metaphors calls their tears a f'lood.
The poet then says that this f'lood has drowned the whole
world, which is he and his loved one.
So doth each tear,
Which thee doth wear,
A globe, yea world, by that impression grow,
Till thy tears mix•d with mine do overflow
This world: by wateS4 sent f'rom thee, my
heaven dissolved so.
The poet is using world as two dif'f'erent things in the
quotation above.

The f'irst world that he mentions is

the tear f'rom his loved one's eye.
lover himself'.

The second world is the

When the poet says that his heaven is dis•

solved so, he is referring to his loss of' happiness or
contentment.

63 "A Nocturnal upon St. Lucy's Day Being the Shortest
Day, tt ibid., p • 53.
6411 A Valediction:

Of' Weeping," ibid., P• 25.

In concluding my thesis I would like to eonnnent that
I found this study of Donne's metaphors very beneficial in
helping me understand this poet somewhat better than I first
did.

I think this study has helped me develop a more

appreciative attitude toward this poet who, at first, seemed
very difficult to understand.

I have developed an interest in

Donne, and I would some day like to read more of his works.

